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C 0 N T E N T 
GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 
This slide/cassette presentation assumes that most 
viewers will not have prior, in-depth training in this 
subject matter area. Therefore, an attempt has been 
made to cover the subject in some detail. In general, 
the slide/cassette presentation should be accompanied 
by group discussion for maximum benefits. The cassette 
may be used alone for review of the essential points. 
SLIDE/CASSETTE 
It is recommended that the slide/cassette be reviewed 
in-depth by the group leader prior to showing it to 
the target audience. The slide/cassette contains the 
basic information around each principle. The group 
leader may wish to show the entire slide/cassette and 
use the discussion guide to bring each principle back 
into focus for the group. Another alternative is to 
turn-off the audio-visual presentation after each 
principle and discuss. 
DISCUSSION GUIDE 
The group leader may wish to reproduce for each 
participating member all or part of the discussion 
material. If time is limited, the leader may wish only 
to reproduce the summary scale for stimulating 
discussion. 
SLIDE SCRIPT 
For manually operating projector or for reading with 
slides. 
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How Is Your Group Doing? 
You have just seen and heard the slide/cassette "Principles of 
Group Maintenance in Community Development." To help you examine the 
status of your group, a series of questions has been devised to aid 
in discussing what is "right" and what is "wrong" with your group. We 
believe that if you know the nature of your problem, strategies can be 
developed to help strengthen your organization. Each principle is 
listed for your examination. Questions are raised in order to stimulate 
your thinking. You may wish to add others. 
PRINCIPLE #1: The successful maintenance of a voluntary 
development group requires that the 
needs of group members be met at a satisfactory 
level. 
How would you rate your group in meeting the needs of its members? 
___ Very Adequate 
___ Adequate 
---
Inadequate 
---
Very Inadequate 
To some degree, people have different needs -- are there particular 
members whose needs are not being met? 
Yes No Don't Know 
--- --- ---
If yes, why? 
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Do you feel the community's real needs are being addressed in a 
vigorous way by this group? 
Yes No 
--- ---
If no, why? 
(The membership may wish to make a list on the board of the most impor-
tant community needs at the present time.) 
PRINCIPLE #2: The successful maintenance of a voluntary development 
group requires that operational goals be established, 
understood, and generally accepted by the members 
of the group. 
Do you feel the members have a clear understanding of the group's 
goals? 
Yes 
---
___ No Don't Know 
---
If there is some question about goals, have each member list the 
top ~wo goals of the group. 
Priority Goal #1: 
Priority Goal #2: 
Most of the time it is useful to have intermediate goals for each 
major, long-term goal. For example, if your major goal was to development 
more comm.unity jobs, intermediate goals nay be (1) to conduct a 
community labor survey; (2) to conduct an industrial site survey; 
(3) to develop an industrial brochure for the community. 
c 
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Write down what you think the 2 or 3 intermediate goals are for 
each one of the major goals agreed upon. 
Priority Goal #1: 
Intermediate Goal #1: 
Intermediate Goal #2: 
Intermediate Goal #3: 
Have each member read and record intermediate goal number 1. 
Discuss differences and implications. Do the same for other goals. 
Remember, if you have markedly different goals, your organization is in 
trouble. Work toward resolving your differences. Only those goals where 
there is general agreement will help to build cohesion in the group and 
provide the vitality needed to achieve worthwhile community projects and 
activities. 
PRINCIPLE #3: The successful maintenance of a voluntary development 
group also requires that the group have a favorable 
experience within a timespan decided by the members 
themselves. 
Discuss the problem of achieving major goals in the short-run. Discuss 
what are realistic time-frames for agreed upon major community goals as 
well as intermediate goals. If members realistically understand what they 
are taking on, they are more likely to be tolerant and loyal to the cause. 
What are realistic time-frames for two agreed upon group goals? 
PRINCIPLE #4: The successful maintenance of a voluntary development 
group requires that members find the group attractive 
and satis:f'ying. 
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When members don't participate, they are sending messages that they 
have higher priority problems to contend with, or that they don't agree 
with what you are doing, or they don't agree on how you are going about 
it, or something else. 
Each member has a responsibility to the maintenance of the organi-
zation; otherwise, you go down the drain with the non-participators, 
and the community loses. Each member answer the following questions 
about non-participating members. (Be professional and discrete.) 
1. Does the member have personal problems that are detracting from 
public participation? For example, health, business, financial 
or family problems. 
Yes No Don't Know 
--- --- ---
Comment: 
2. Does the member enjoy or find stimulating his association with 
other members of the group? Are there people in the group that 
he simply cannot tolerate? 
---
Enjoy Association 
---
Strongly dislikes one or more 
members 
Don't Know 
---
Comment: 
3. Does the member strongly believe in what the group is doing or 
is he only lukewarm to the idea? 
Strongly Believes 
---
Lukewarm 
---
Don't Know 
---
Comment: 
4. Does the member feel the group is making sufficient progress or 
is he disenchanted with the slowness or procedures? 
Sufficient Progress 
---
Slowness of Procedure 
---
Don't Know 
---
Comment: 
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5. Is the member informed ahead of time about up-coming meetings 
so that he might plan for them? 
Yes No Don't Know 
--- --- ---
Comment: 
6. Have you or any member of the group personally attempted to 
find out why the delinquent member is not participating? 
Yes No Don't Know 
---
Comment: 
If you have answered most of the above questions with a high degree 
of knowledge, you probably have a pretty good idea why the member doesn't 
participate. If you know ~' then corrective strategies can be imple-
mented. However, remember everybody is not tempera.mentally suited to 
belong to a voluntary, deliberating, action group. If the person is 
one of the keys to community progress, you may have to devise ways cf 
consulting with him on a personal and private basis. 
If most of your answers to the above questions were "don't know~" · 
you haven't done your homework. 
PRINCIPLE #5: The successful maintenance of a voluntary group 
requires that the membership be directly inclusive 
and/or representative of comm.unity residents whose 
support will be necessary for accomplishing the 
group' s goals . 
Everybody likes to be a part of decision-making that affects them. 
In a community, this means being represented by someone who has their 
interest at heart. 
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Does the membership of this group truly represent all segments of 
the cozmnunity? 
Yes 
---
___ No 
If no, what groups are not being represented? 
Co:rnnents: 
PRINCIPLE #6: The successful maintenance of a voluntary development 
group requires that the group's membership be tailored, 
in terms of size and resources, to the needs of the 
people to be served. 
In your opinion, is the size of your group? 
Too Large 
---
Too Sm.all 
---
About Right 
---
If too large or small, discuss what ought to be done about it. 
Recommendations: 
Would your group benefit from having additional members with 
particular skills or positions? 
Yes No Don't Know 
--- --- ---
If yes, what skills or positions do you think should be added? 
Recolllil').endations: 
PRINCIPLE #7: The successful maintenance of a voluntary group 
requires that the group's leadership be appropriate 
to the needs of the members. 
Leadership is another delicate topic. Therefore, it is suggested 
~-
' 
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members be provided the following questions on a separate sheet of paper. 
These checklists should be collected in a way that does not identify 
the member. 
Do you feel the leadership for this group is appropriate? 
Yes No 
~~-
If no, please briefly state why you feel this way. Remember, your 
goal is not to hurt someone's feelings but to help your group, and in 
turn, the community. 
PRINCIPLE #8: The successful maintenance of a voluntary group 
requires that it remain flexible to change and 
adopt new goals as appropriate. 
Groups with long tenure o:rten become set-in-their-ways of doing 
things. They are unable to meet changing needs of the community or needs 
of the members. 
How would you rate the flexiblity of your group? 
~~-Highly Adaptable 
~~-
Moderately Adaptable 
~~-
Rigid 
If the group needs to change, what changes are needed and how would 
you go making them? 
Comment: 
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PRINCIPLE #9: The successful maintenance of a voluntary develop-
ment group requires that the physical arrangements 
and communication be adequately performed to ensure 
maximum opportunity for group action. 
Are the meetings generally held in comfortable and pleasant surroundings? 
Yes No 
--- ---
If no, can a better meeting place be found? 
Comment: 
Are communications about place, time, and agenda sent out in suffi-
cent time to avoid problems? 
Yes No 
--- ---
If no, what recommendations would you make? 
OTHERS 
Are there other areas not covered in this discussion that would 
help to improve this group? 
Comment: 
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HOW DOE'S YOUR GROUP RA'IE? 
·~ (Circle most appropriate rating) 
Satisfactory Unsatisfacto~ 
1. Needs of the members adequately met 1 2 3 4 5 
2. Members know, understand and accept the 
goals of this group 1 2 3 4 5 
3. This group has been successful in the 
tine it has existed 1 2 3 4 5 
4. Members find the grop attractive and 
satisfying 1 2 3 4 5 
5. This group is representative of citizens 
in this conmunity 1 2 3 4 5 
6. This group's size and resources are in 
accord with the needs of the people 
served 1 2 3 4 5 
7. The leadership of this group is appro-
priate to the needs of the members 1 2 3 4 5 
c 8. This group is flexible to the changing needs of this corrnnunity 1 2 3 4 5 
9. Tne aITangernent for meetings of this 
group are appropriate and adequate 1 2 3 4 5 
10. All forms of comnunication a.re adequate 
and acceptable to group m:mbers 1 2 3 4 5 
IN'IBRPRETATION 
You may wish to have the scores for each item averaged for the entire group. 
-- If you have an average score of 1 to 2.5, your group is likely functioning 
very well. 
-- If you have an average score of 2.6 to 3.5, you probably are not functioning 
at optimum capacity -- sane adjustments may be in order. 
- If you have an average score of 3.6 or rrore, your group is likely to be 
confronted with one or more major problems. Definite adjustment should be 
considered. 
-~ 
PRINCIPIES OF GROUP MAIN'IENANCE 
• GROUPS ARE OFIEN USED IN THIS COUNIBY 'ID AID IN CCM<ruNITY DEVEIDPMENT. A 
VOLUNTARY GROUP s& AS A FDCAL POINI' FDR LEADERS AND CITIZENS 'ID DEAL WITH 
• COMMUNITY PROBLEMS AND OPPORTUNITIES. IT IS A GOOD WAY FDR PEOPIE 'ID TAKE PARI1 
IN SOLVING 'lliEIB COMMUNITY'S PROBLEMS • 
• HOWEVER, A COUNTLESS NUMBER OF COMMUNITY DEVEI.DPMENT GROUPS FAIL EACH YEAR • 
• T. R. BATIBN, A NOI'ED ENGLISH WRITER ON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT SAID: "IT IS EASY 
'ID START A GROUP, BUT EASIER STILL FDR IT TO FAIL." GROUPS USUALLY FAIL BEC'USE 
THEIB ORGANIZERS AND MEMBERS DON'T UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPIES THAT MAKE THEM 
SOMETIMES SUCCEED AND SOMETIMES FAIL • 
• THE PURPOSE OF THIS PRESENTATION IS TO PROVIDE CavJMUNITY LEADERS AND 
ORGANIZATION SPECIALISTS WITH AN UNDERSTANDING OF SOME KEY FACTORS THAT HELP 
• GROUPS SURVIVE. A GROUP THAT CONTINUES TO FUNCTION OVER TIME PROVIDES A 
VEHICIE FOR ACCOMPLISIIlNG GOALS TO MAKE THEIB COMMUNITY A BEITER PLACE TO LIVE • 
• EX'IENSIVE RESEARCH IN GROUP BEHAVIOR HAS REVEALED A SERIES OF PRINCIPIES 
THAT ARE lMPORTANT IN MAINTAINING A GROUP. JN ORDER TO SURVIVE, A GROUP MUST: 
• MEET THE NEEDS OF ITS INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS 
ESTABLISH OPERATIONAL GOALS THAT ARE UNDERSTOOD AND ACCEPIED BY JVlOST MEMBERS 
EXPERIBNCE SUCCESS WITHIN A LIMITED PERIOD OF TIME 
• REMAIN ATIBACTIVE AND SATISFYING 'ID THE MEMBERS 
PROVIDE APPROPRIATE LEADERSHIP 
• REMAIN FLEXIBIE TO CHANGE AND ADOPT NEW PURPOSES AS NEEDill 
INCLUDE AND/OR REPRESENI' THE COMMUNITY RESIDENTS WHOSE SUPPORT WILL BE 
NEEDED 'ID ACCOMPLISH THE GROUP'S GOAI.S 
ADAPT ITS SIZE AND RESOURCES 'ID THE NEEDS OF THE PEOPIE TO BE SERVED 
PROVIDE ADEQUATE PHYSICAL ARRANGEMEN.rs AND COMMUNICA'IB WITH GROUP MEMBERS 
BEFOREHAND. 
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• JUST WHY 00 PEOPIE JOIN CCJl1MUNITY GROUPS? 
''THINK THAT MANY PEOPLE FEEL THAT THEY WANT 'IQ 00 SOMITTHING FOR 
THEIR COMMUNITY. THEY SEE NEEDS rn THEIR COMMUNITY AND THEY WANT 'IO HELP 
BEITER '11HEIR COMMUNITY AND SO THEY KNOW THAT IF THEY DON'T GET INVOLVED, 
SOMETIMES THINGS WON'T GET DONE. I Tm:NK THAT ANOTHER REASON IS THAT PEOPLE 
ARE FRUSTRATED WITH THE JOB THEY SEE BEI:NG DONE AND SO RATHER THAN CONTINUE 
WITH THIS FRUSTRATIOi'J, THEY FEEL THEY EAVE 'IQ GE'T INVOLVED TO IEND THEIR 
SUPPORr Al'ID HELP MOVE THE PROJECT OR PROBLEM AIDNG 'IQ A SOLtJrION." 
"AND SOMfil'DlES, I THINK PEOPLE GET INVOLVED BECAUSE THEY CA!J'T SAY NO. 
THEY DOlJ 'T WANT 'IO TlJ'RN DOWN A FRIEND. I THINK THERE ARE A LOT OF PEOPLE WHO 
• BASICALLY hAVE A DESIRE TO BE INVOLVED AND BELP. A LOT OF TIMES ITS BEEN SAID 
THAT '11HE BUSIEST PERSONS GET DWOLVED AND I THDr.tC IT'S TRUE, THEY JUST CAN'T 
SAY i~O. II (DALE GLASS) 
• • PEOPLE JOIN GROUPS FOR VARIOUS REASONS. BUI', THEY WILL Nor STAY AND WORK 
WITH THE GROUP IF rl1EEIR EOPES AND EXPECTATIONS ARE Nor BEING rm . 
• THE GROL-P MUST MEE11 THE NEEDS OF ITS MEMBERS. THFBE f.~y BE PERSONAL OR 
• COivU>fu!ITTY ~IBEDS 'WHICI1 BENEFIT 'Th.'.E INDIVIDUAL, T"llE COf~JITY, OR Ba.rH. FOR 
• EXAMPLE, A CO.MJVIlJ1ITTY THAT BUILDS A NEW D'IDUSTRIAL BGILDING TO NITRACT NEW 
• I.iIDUSTRY FULFILLS BOTII KINDS OF NEEDS. IT FULFILLS THE PERSONAL NEED OF THE 
BUSil-JESSMfu'J WHO WPJIT1S TO CREATE ~-JEW MONEY IN THE COMMUNITY TO BENEFIT HIS OWN 
• COMPANY AND arnER BUSINESS INTERESTS HJ THE COMMUNITY. IT MEETS THE NEEDS OF 
THE SCHOOL TEACEER WHO BELIEVES THE COMMUNl'.L'Y COULD USE MOPE JOBS FOR ITS 
• IT IS :-JOI' NECESSARY OR EVEN WISE TO Jl3DGE WHICH KI:ID OF HEED IS BES':1 • 
• tiOW£VER, A VOLUNTARY GROUP IS DOOMED 'IQ FAILURE IF THE NEEDS OF GROUP MEMBERS 
!UiE Nor co~~Srr:ERED FROM THE START. 
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• HOW OOFB A GROUP ORGANIZER OR LEADER KNOW WHAT THE NEEDS OF THE GROUP ARE? 
AND, HOW OOFB HE OR SHE KNOW IF THESE NEEDS ARE BEING MET? rrl MOST DIRECT WAY 
IS 'ID ASK THE MEMBERS THEMSELVES. Bur' THIS METHOD IS Nar Al.MAYS DEPENDABLE • 
• MEMBERS ARE MANY TIMES UNABIB OR UNWILLING 'ID STATE THEIR NEEDS. THEY MAY HAVE 
• A VERY STRONG FEELD~G THAT SOMEI'HING IS RIGHT OR WRONG BUT CAN'T PUT IT INID 
WORDS. 
• SOME MEMBERS WIIL Nar TELL THEIR REASONS FDR JOL~G A GROUP BECAUSE THEY 
FEEL THEY MIGHT BE SOCIAILY UNACCEPrABIE TO Ol'HER GROUP MEMBERS OR TO THE COMMUNITY • 
• AN EXAMPLE OF THIS IS THE CASE OF A MINISTER WHO JOINS A GROUP BECAUSE HE IS 
TRYDJG FOR A DENOMINATIONAL OFFICE. HE REALIZES HE NEEDS 'ID TAKE PART IN COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT IF HE WISHES 'ID BE CONSIDERED BY CHURCH OFFICIALS • 
• ANO'Y.t-lER SITUATION IS THE POLITICIJl.N WHO JOINS A GROUP TO IMPROVE HIS PUBLIC 
IMAGE • 
• "FOR SOME PEOPIE THIS IS A FORM OF RECOGNITION THEY GEI' FROM BELONGING 'ID 
~ TliIS GROUP AND BEING A PART OF THE GROUP. SOME PEOPLE JOIN FOR THE SOCIAL 
ASPECTS' ITS THEIR OPPORTUNITY 'ID GE"I1 our AND MEET arHER PEOPLE. SOME PEOPIB 
JODJ FOR THE FACI' THEY ~HINK THEY CAN ro A JOB WITH A PARTICULAR GROUP. SOME 
PEOPIE JOIN STRICTLY FOR SOME SELFISH KINDS OF REASONS. FOR EXAMPIE, THERE AFE 
• GROu-PS LJ COIVD.'iful'liTIES THAT ARE SO CAI.LED "IN" KINDS OF GROUPS. PEOPLE THAT WANT 
'ID BE o:~ THE l!IN" SIDE OF PART OF AN ttnJ 11 GROUP THEN JOIN BECAUSE THEY FEEL IT 
GIV"'.c.S THEM SOME IillJD OF PRESTIGE BEil~G PART OF THE nlli11 GROUP. (JOHN PARKER) 
• GROUP illADE..>iS AND SPECIALISTS MAY ?~OT AGREE WITH ALL THE VARIOUS NEEDS OF 
• MEHBEP.S. BUI', THEY MUST LISTE~ CAREFULLY 'ID EACH MEMBER TO UNDERST.A;JD HIS OR HER 
COl~~RNS. AND' THEY MUST SEE THAT TBESE CONCERNS ARE CONSIDERED rr ONE WAY OR 
• A.:JO?EER. IT IS IMPOSSIBI.E TO MEET OR EVDJ 'IO CONSIDER ALL TEE !>~EMBERS' lIT.:EDS 
• ALL ThE TIME. uor ALL MEMBERS IITLL STAY WITE A GROUP' NOR SHOULD THEY. 
' 
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• IT IS rnPORrANT, HOWEVER, THAT NEEDS BE TAKEN IN'IO ACCOUNT WHEN' THE GROUP IS 
• BEING ORGANIZED. THE COMMUNITY'S :NEEDS SHOUID BE DISCUSSED WHEN PEOPIE ARE ~ _ 
FIRST CONrACTED ABOUT JOINING A GROUP. MEMBEPS NEED TO UNDERSTAND WHY THEY ARE 
BEING ASKED TO SERVE AND WHAT IS EXPECTED OF THEM. 
' COURSE, A IBADER OR ORGANIZER SHOULD BE PREPARED TO ACCEPI' A CERrAIN 
• NUMBER OF REFUSAIS. PEOPLE OFTEN HAVE VALID REASONS FOR NOT SERVING. THE BEST 
WAY 'ID CHOOSE COMMl'ITEE MEMBERS IS I SEIECT PEOPIE WHO ARE AWARE OF THE REAL 
NEEDS OF THE COMvIDNITY AND ARE WILLING 'ID WORK AT FUIBILLING THOSE NEEDS. 
• • THERE ARE SEVERAL WAYS '10 DETERMINE COMMUNITY NEEDS. YOU MAY WANT '10 TAKE 
A COMMUNITY-WIDE SURVEY' WHICH IS AN EXCELIENT WAY 'ID :B'IND our THE BROAD-BASED 
• NEEDS OF THE CITIZENS. TRY TAKING A SMALLER SURVEY OF KNOWLEDGEABLE PEOPLE AND 
LEADERS FROM THE COMMUNITY. THIS IS A LESS EXPENSIVE APPROACH THAN 'IHE PUBLIC 
• SURVEY BUT MAY HOT BE AS REPRESENTATIVE. STUDY IDCAL NEWSPAPERS TO FIND OUT WHICH 
PROBLEMS TEND '10 PIBSIST OVER TIME AND AFFECT THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY. 
NEED IS THE CENTRAL FOCUS OF THE GROUP. HOWEVER, A GROUP CANNOT SURVIVE IF 
I1l.' DOESN'T !TABLISH OPERATIONAL GOAIS. AN "OPERATIONAL" GOAL INVOLVES AN ISSUE 
OF ACTIVITY THAT MAY BE SOLVED OR HELPED BY Tl':E GROUP. EXAMPIES !'vlIGHT INCLUDE 
'TABLISHING A MEDICAL CLINIC, BUILDING AN INDUSTRIAL PARK, OR WORKING ON AN 
FlIBR.GY SAVING CAMPAIGN • 
• "I '!HINK TP..AT THE MAIN F.EASON THAT A GROUP IS SUCCESSFUL IS TF.AT '11-:EY HAD 
A SPECIFIC PURPOSE OR NEED THAT C..A.I.JED THEM 'IOGETHER. IF THEY SEE THAT THIS IS 
A PROBLEM OR SOMEI'EING CONFRONTING A COMMUNITY THAT IS SERIOUS OR NEEDS ATI'ENTION, 
I BELIEVE THAT THIS CREATES A DESIRE TO EELP AND GEI' IDVING. 
I THINK THAT A.l\JaIHER THJNG THA'I' S VERY Il1POR'l'ANT IS rrEE GROUP l\'IUST SEE SOME 
TYPE OF GOAL, IT MUST BE REALISTIC AND NOT JUST THEOREI'ICAL OR SOMETHING 'IF.AT'S 
• NICE 'IO DO. BUT, 'l}l:::EY MUST SEE A GOAL THAT'S POSSIBIE IlJ TEE FCRESEEABIE FUI'URE 
OR AT IEAST IN rIHE TIME THAT MEMBERS OF THE GROUP FEEL TI-EY CAN DEVO:I.1E 'IO IT." 
(DAIE GLASS) 
c 
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• '!HE WAY GROUPS SET THEIR GOALS IS AN IMPORrANT FAC'IDR. ALL GROUP ME1vIBERS 
SHOUID HELP SEr GOALS. 'lliIS OOFS NOI' ADTAYS MEAN DIRECT INVOLVEMENT BY EACH 
• MEl>ffiER, Bur IT OOFS MEAN THAT EACH MEMBER SHOULD FEEL HE HAS THE RIGID' TO REJECT 
• OR f'.DDIFY JUIT GOAL THAT IS PROPOSED. IMPOSED GOALS WILL USUALLY DRIVE MEMBERS 
FROM THE ORGANIZATION • 
• MAINTAINING A VOLUNTARY GROUP ALSO REQUIRES THAT THE GROUP HAVE A SUCCESSFUL 
EXPERIENCE WITH A CERTAIN TIME SPAN. MEMBERS OFIEN ~ UNREALISTIC IDEAS ABOUT 
HOW SOON COMPIEX PROBLEMS CAN BE RESOLVED. A MAJOR COMMUNITY PROBLEM MAY DEMAND 
'EVERAL YEARS TO WORK FROM THE ORIGINAL IDEA TO FTI~ COMPI.ErION. THF.EE TO 15 
YEARS IS NOT A LONG TIME FDR BUILDING A HOSPITAL, DEVELOPING A PARK SYSTEM, I 
ESTABLISHING A MAJOR INDUS'IRY • 
• SHORT-TERM SUCCESSES MAY NOT BE VERY DRAMATIC. BUT, THEY ARE VERY VALUABIB 
lli HOLDING A GROUP 'l'CXk-cvrnER FDR THE IDNG HAUL TOWARD THEIR FINAL GOAL. A GROUP 
Ls TO FDRM sucCEss CRI'IERIA THAT ARE PRACTICAL. sucCEss SHOUID NOT REQUIRE 
• THE LAYING OF THE FINAL BRICK TI~ A NEW INDUSTRIAL BUILDING. THEY MAY ONLY 
INVOLVE TAKING A LABOR SURVEY OR FINDING POSSIBLE INDUSTRIAL SITE'S. 
THESE ACTIVITIES ARE JV.EASUREMENTS OF SUCCESS ONLY IF EACH IS INITIALLY SEEN 
AS A WORrHWEIIB COMMUNITY EFFORT. 'NLY THE GROlJP MEl'·IBEPS CAN DECIDE WHEN THEY 
ARE SUCCESSFUL, OR UNSUCCESSFUL. 
A VOLUNTARY GROUP MUST INTINu"E TO BE ATrRACTIVE AND SATISFYDm 'lD ITS 
MEMBERS IF THEY ARE TO REffAIN. CAR'IWEIGHT AND ZANDER SUGGEST WAT THERE ARE 'IWO 
BASIC SOURCES OF ATI'RACTION TO ANY GEOUP • 
• NlJ1''.lBER ONE : TEE GROUP ITSELF IS THE O:EJECT OF THE NEED. ONE OF THE :tvVST 
OBVIOUS FEASONS FDR JOINING A GROUP IS TB.AT ONE LIKES THE PFDPIE WHO ARE I?~ IT . 
• Nu'MBER TWO: BEDm IN TEE GROUP IS THE ME.Al\S FOR SA'I'ISFYING .NEEDS LYIHG OUTSIDE 
THE GROL1P. 
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• A MEMBER MAY ASSOCIATE WITH A GROUP BF.GAUSE HE FEEIS ITS GOAI.S ARE WORrHY. 
IF AND WHEN HE DECIDES '!HE GROUP IS UNLIKELY TO RFACH ITS GOALS' I :MAY BECOME ~. 
LESS A'ITRACTED 'ID IT. AND, AS A RESULT, MIGHT END UP BEING INACTIVE • 
• A MEMBER MAY AI.SO LIKE A GROUP BECAUSE HE ENJOYS THE ACTIVITY. WITHIN IT. 
FOR EXAMPLE, HE MIGHI' ENJOY THE FELI.DWSHIP THE GROUP GENERATES AMONG ITS MEMBERS. 
I, HE IS ATrRACTED 'ID THE GROUP BF.GAUSE OF THE OPPORI1UNITIES IT GIVES HJM 
'ID EXPRESS HIS IDEAS AJ.'ID CONCERNS TO COMMUNITY LEADERS • 
• MEMBERS SOMETIMES VIEW T.HE ORGANIZATION AS A PATH 'IO SOMETHING DESIRED IN 
• THE COJ.V!MUNITY. AN EXAMPLE OF 'IRIS IS THE BUSilIBSSMEN AND POLITICIANS WHO SEE A 
GROUP OR ITS ACTIVITIES AS A MEANS TO GATiillJG RECOGNITION THROUGHOUT THE COMMUNITY • 
• O"l'HEHS FEEL THAT BY WORKING WITH A GROUP THEY GAIN EXPERIENCE THAT COULD LEAD 
'ID CAREER OPPORI'UNITIES. 
ALL OF THESE IDEAS .MUST BE CONSIDERED IF A GROUP IS TO BE MAilJTAINED OVER 
• TIME. THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE GROUP'S CONTINUANCE MUST KNOW TI-IE REASONS THAT 
KEEP MEMBERS ACTIVELY DNOLV'.c.D • 
• GROUP MEMBERSHIP IS ANOTHER IMPORrANT FACTOR. A VOLUNTARY GROUP SHOULD BE 
DIRECTLY IlJCLUSIVE AND/OR REPRESENTATIVE OF COMMUNITY RESIDENTS WHOSE SUPPOR:r 
WILL BE :LIBEDED 'ID ACCOMPLISH THE GROUP'S GOALS • 
• RESEARCH HAS SHOWN THAT COMMUNrIY RESIDENTS WHO ID Nar PARTICIPATE IN A 
GROUP AND HELP ri'AKE DECISIONS WILL FEEL LESS INVOLVED WITH THE GROUP'S PRQJECTS • 
• AND, THESE PEOPLE MAY LATER FEEL LESS INCLINED TO COOPERATE IN A.r-rt TYPE OF ACTION 
PROGRAM, OR LElID ASSISTAi'JCE. MARGINAL GROUPS AND POWER LEADERS THAT ARE NOT 
PRESEiIT OR REPRESEN'I'h'Jl IN DISCUSSIONS WITH A PARTICULAR GROL"F' ~'ILL I-1'.AV£ THE 
SAME FEELINGS AS NON-PARTICIPANTS. 
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I SHORI', TRY 'ID HAVE THE WIDEST PARI'ICIPATION POSSIBIE. OR, HAVE A GOOD 
REPRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY INFLUENTIALS WHEI1 DEALING WITH PROJEC'l1S WI'IH WIDE 
• COMMUNITY IMPACT. 'IBIS WILL HELP ASSURE SUPPORr • 
• OF COURSE, FOR SHORI' 'IERM OR UMITED IMPACT TYPES OF PROGRAMS, YOU NEED 
ONLY THOSE PEOPIE WHO WILL BE DIRECTLY IlNOLVED IN A TASK. FOR D1STANCE, 4!.r 
IS UNLIKELY TP.AT A MUSICIAN WOULD BE ABIE TO MAKE A GREAT CON'IRIBtm:ON TO AN 
AGRICULTU'RAL CONCERN. ' WOULD BE OF NO VALUE TO ASSEMBLE THE E!'JTIRE COMMUNITY 
AND HAVE ONLY A FEW OF THE MEJJJBERS ACTUAIJ.,Y IlNOLVED DJ DISCUSSION. 
l.ffiERSHIP IS l\DRE THAN A SIMPIB MATIER OF BELONGING. IT INCLUDES ACTIVE 
PARITCIPATION OF ALL MEMBERS • 
• A SECOND Dil'lENSION OF THE MEJ•1BERSHIP STRUCTlJRE CONCERNS SIZE AND COMPOSITION. 
A GROUP'S .MEM13ERsHIP NEEDS TO BE TAIIDRED IN TERMS OF SIZE AND RESOURCES TO THE 
NEEDS OF THE PEOPIB TO BE SERVED. 
lunms SHOW THAT AS SIZE INCREASES, D~ GENERAL, COMMUNICATION IS BROKEN 
OOWN. THERE IS A TIME LAG IN REACHING DECISIONS. 
t THE OTHER HAND, MEMBER COMPOSITION MAY OFFSET THIS DISADVANTAGE BY 
PROVIDL'JG PEOPIB WITli GREATER CAPABILITIES. SMALL SIZE IVl..AY HELP DISCUSSIONS, Bu"T 
I.ARGE SIZE UJCREASES HUIVl..AN RESOURCES • 
• THERE ARE MANY DIFFEP.ENT VIEWS ABOur GROUP SIZE • 
• "GROUPS HAVE 'ID BE SMAIJ., ElJOUGH FOR PEOPIE TO FEEL FREE TO TALK TO EACH 
CTIHER. I ~:INK 'IHAT' S ONE OF THE MOST IMPORrANT THINGS • GROUPS VAJri AS ID 
• wnAT '].1}-::E SIZE IS AND IT CAN RANGE AIJYWHERE FROM 5 'l'O 15 . HOWEVER' I wom.n 
POINT our THAT Tm: LARGER A GROUP GEIB' THE MORE LIKELY FACTIOHS OR CLIQUES 
WILL DEVELOP AND THIS CAN HAVE A VERY !IBGATIVE EFFECT." (HOWARD PnILLIPS) 
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• "I LIKE 'ID WORK WITH '.IHE SMALIER GROUP SIZE 'IBAN WHAT IS TYPICALLY 
THOUGHT OF AS IIEAL. I LIKE 'ID WORK IN '.IHE AREA OF 7 'ID 10 PEOPLE. I FEEL ~-
THAT WITH 'IBIS SIZE GROUP, GENERAILY EACH PERSON IS GIVEN A PARTICULAR JOB 
• RF.sPONSIBILITY 'ID DJ, INDIVIDUALLY HE BRINGS SOMErHING 'ID THE GROUP. 'IHEREFDRE, 
HE FEELS LIKE AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF '.IRE GROUP AND OF COURSE THAT BRINGS ON, 
I THINK, 'lliE BEST TYPE OF DECISION-MAKING PROCESS. (SALLY COOK) 
• • GROUPS VARY IN TERMS OF WEIR I.EADERSHIP NEEDS. BUT, IF A GROUP IS 'ID 
SUCCEED, ITS I.EADERSHIP MUST BE APPROPRIA'IE TO 'lliE NEEDS OF ITS MEMBERS. 
'DEMJCRATIC TYPE OF LEAIERSHIP IS OFTEN REQUIRED IN VOLUNTARY COMMUNITY 
GROUPS. IT IS LIKELY THAT MANY VOLillrI'ARY GROUPS FAIL BECAUSE LEADERS WANT TO 
RUN THE GROL1P tm SAME WAY THEY RUN THEIR OTHER AFFAIRS, ~JHICH IS USUALLY NON-
DEIDCRATIC. 
THE ~ERSHIP OF A GROUP IS LARGELY RESPONSIBLE FOR CREATING A GROUP A'I'l\'DS-
PHERE TP.AT IS CONDUCIVE TO ACCOMPLISHING GOALS. A GROUP ENVIRONMENT IS MUCH IDRE ~ 
EFFECTIVE IF MEMBERS L THAT THEY ARE NEEDED 'ID MAKE DECISIQ1'iS. THE MEMBERS 
LIKE TO FEEL THAT THEY ARE FREE AND ENCOURAGED 'ID EXPRESS THEIR OPINIONS. 
~P.ATIC LEADERSHIP NO'l' ONLY HELPS SECURE WIDE COOPERATION, BUT ALSO AIDS 
lliE MEMBERS IN REFTIITNG, MODIFYING, Al'ill ACCEPrL'JG IDEAS THAT THE GROUP THINKS ARE 
BEST. IT IS COMr-'DNLY BELIEVED \.,.AT DEMXRATIC GROlJPS ARE THOSE MOST ABLE 'ID 
Pur NEW IDEAS AND NEW METHODS INTO PRACTICE • 
• FLEXIBILITY ON THE PARI' OF THE COMMUNITY GROUP IS A 'ThTO-SIDED ISSUE. ON 
ONE HAND, IlITERNAL GROUP COHESION IS GOOD AS A CEMENTING FORCE. Bur, OH THE 
• arHER P .. AND, EXCESSIVE COHESION WILL CREATE RESISTENCE TO NEW IDEAS Al'ID PREVENT 
ADAPrA'TIO:J rro CHAi.'JGES n~ THE COMMUNITY. 
• IT CAN ALSO ACT AS A BRAKE ON PRODUCTDlITY. OLDER MEJ1JBERS OF THE GROUP 
MIGHT EAli ':'OGETHER AND FORM A KTIID OF CLIQUE. 'IBIS WOULD AFFECT lliE OPENNESS 
OF NEW Iv!EJ1IBEF.S 'ID SPEAK OUT ABOUI1 THEIR IDEAS. 
c 
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• "ANarnER WAY FOR A GROUP 'ID FAIL IS TO HAVE MEMBERS SERVE ON AND ON AND 
I.DSE TOUCH WITH THE COMMUNITY. A CLIQUISH GROUP CAN BE A l\'.lEMBER 'ID A GROUP 
• FOR YEARS, THEY ARE HJ ESSENCE MEMBERS FOR LIFE. WHEN IT BECOMES INGROWN 
OR CLIQUISH TO THIS EXIENT, MANY TIMES THERE IS RESEN'IMENT BY THE COMMUNITY." 
(JOffi~ ROHRER) 
• OPEN PARTICIPATION HELPS RENEW THE ORGANIZATION AND KEEP ITS MEMBERS 
• INTERF.sTED Al'ID INVOLVED. IT ALLOWS FOR THE FREE INTERCHANGE OF NEW MEMBERS, 
• IN AND our OF THE GROUP. CITIZENS LWOLVED AT THE BEGHINING OF A PROJECT MAY 
IDSE INTEREST, IDVE AWAY, OR QUIT THE GROUP FOR OTIIER REASONS. AT THE SAME 
TIME, OIHERS MAY BECOME INTERESTED IN' THE ORGANIZATION. OR, THEY MAY HAVE A 
PARI'ICULAR SKILL THAT THE GROUP NEEDS • 
• GROUPS SiiOULD WA':lCH THAT THEY DO NaI1 BECOME 'IOO PREOCCUPIED WITH THE 
MECHANICAL MEAN 'IO AN END AND SINK :CIBJ GOAL SUBSTITUTION. MEMBERS AND LEADERS 
MAY BECEOME TOO CONCERNED , SUCH MATI'ERS AS "WHERE DO WE IVIEEr?" .MID "HOW 
rwrr WILL SHOW UP 'TODAY?" THESE PEOPIB TEND TO LOSE SIGHT OF THE REAL REASON 
FOR MEETHJG. THE MECHANICAL .ASPECTS OF A GROUP ARE VERY IMPORI'Al"Il'. BUT, THE 
GOOD LEADER WILL REMEMBER TPAT THESE TASKS ARE PURELY A BYPRODUCT OF MEETING 
NEEDS AHD ACHIEVING GOALS. 
• • TAM CARE OF THE PHYSICAL ARRANGflVlENTS FOR A MEETil JG AHEAD OF TIME. AND, 
MAKE SG"RE THAT GROUP MEMBERS KNOW WHEN Al'ID WHERE THEY ARE 'IO MEET. REMEMBER, 
• 'l'hE PHYSICAL, AS WELL AS THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT, CA.""J HAVE _l\I'J Il-1PACT UPON TEE 
GROUP'S ACCOMPLISH!<JENTS • 
• IEI''S GO BAC~ AND SUMMARIZE THE FACTOHS THAT WILL EE.LP 1illEP A GROUP \'JO:RKING 
TOGETrtER SUCCESSFULLY OVER A PERIOD OF TIME: 
• FIRST, MEET THE NEEDS OF TEE GROUP MEMBERS. 
SET OPERATIONAL GOALS AND MAKE SlJ"RE THEY ARE UNDERSTOOD Ail\JD ACCEPI'ED. 
HAVE A SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCE TOW.ARD GROUP GOALS VITTHIN A SHORI' TIME PERIOD. 
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• MAKE SURE TI-IAT MEMBEP.S FIND THE GROUP ATIBACTIVE AND SATISFYING. 
' D~CLUDE A GOOD REPRESENTATION OF THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY IN THE GROUP'S 
MEMBERSIITP. 
TAILOR THE GROUP'S SIZE AND RESOURCES TO THE NEEDS OF THE PEOPIE THAT 
WILL BE SERVED • 
• PROVIDE IEADERSHIP THAT IS APPROPRIA'IB TO THE !'JEEDS OF THE MEMBERS. 
KEEP THE GROUP FLEXIBLE 'ill CHANGING CONDITIONS AND AOOPI' NEW GOALS WHE~ 
NEEDED. 
LASTLY, PI.AN THE MEETING PLACE AND CONTACT THE GROUP MEMBERS BEFORE HA.~. 
~-
-~ 
.. 
·• 
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A Bibliography and Qootes Supportir:g A Series of Principles 
Related to Group Maintenance 
I. PRINCIPIE - THE SUCCESSFUL MAINTENANCE OF A VOLUNTARY DEVELOPMENT 
GROUP REQUIRES THAT THE PERCEIVED NEEIB OF GROUP MEM3ERS BE MEr AT 
A SATISFACIDRY LEVEL. 
"If he expects to get their cooperation he must win their confidence 
One way he can do this is to begin work on needs which they recognize." 
(Arensberg and Niehoff, p. 113) 
"The startir:g point for any group is the appreciation by people that 
they have a shared need or opportunity or problan. Canir:g to this is 
a very canplicated process. 11 (Baldock, p. 6 3) 
"A group must meet the needs and expectations of its manbers or it 
will break up, and if the manbers of the group lack the knowledge, 
skill, and resources to do what they want to do, help must be provided 
fran outside. 11 (Batten 1971, p. 175) 
"People will not agree to fonn a group unless they believe that it 
will meet sane need or serve sane purpose of their own. 
(A worker who decides to try to fonn a group has by jmplication 
already made a provisional j ~anent about three thir:gs: 
(a) that a need exists for such a group; 
(b) that people are already aware of, or can be made aware of, 
sane need the group can help to meet; and 
(c) that people will agree with the worker that the need can best 
be met by fonnir:g such a group. 11 • • • 
"People will not continue to support a group unless it meets, and 
goes on meeting, some need or purpose of their own." (Batten 1972, p. 88) 
11T'ne camnunity's needs as he sees than depend on what he wants for the 
camnunity and on how present conditions appear to him to depart theref'ran. 
What he wants for the camnunity, moreover, is not unrelated to what he 
wants for himself. An agent's assessnent of local conditions, further-
more, may or may not coincide with that of his clients, and his wants for 
than may have little relation to their wants for thanselves." 
(Goodenoi.gh, pp. 57 - 58) 
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"There is one basic reason why groups exist. It is because each and ,""a_ 
every manber believes that he can fulfill sane need or needs in col- '«-
laboration with other people that he cannot fulfill by Wrnself. It 
follows, then, that a member will remain in a group only so lor:g as he 
believes it more advantageous for h:irn to stay in than to leave." 
(Hai~an, pp. 77-78) 
"All such groups exist for the purpose of fulfillir:g the needs of their 
menbers, and usually have as their major goals individual learnir:g and/or 
group decision-makirg. An individual may join a group for a variety of 
motive~, and becanes involved in its activities to the extent that he 
finds satisfaction for his personal needs." (Ha:irnan, p. 104) 
"Cohesion, then, is a product of group processes in which individual 
needs, interests, or expectations for the group are met." (Hartford, p. 258) 
"A recent study of voluntary associations in rural society found that 
an :important reason for low participation was that the organization did 
not serve needs which ranked high on individuals' values. (Rcgers and 
Burdge, p. 108) 
"Tne first proposition is that people do not vary their custanary behavior 
unless they feel sane need which existir:g ways do not satisfy. The 
response to feelir:g such a need is to invent or to borrow fran sane 
other people a technique or fonn of organization or belief which is felt 
to satisfy that need. This in essence is the basic process of cultural 
charge." 
"Needs cannot be established by fiat." (Spicer, p. 292) 
"Why do people join groups voluntarily? Festir:ger catalcgues the reasons 
under three general headir:gs: (1) attainnent of :important individual 
goals, such as power and social prestige; (2) attractiveness of the 
group's activities--discussions, ganes, parties, dances, etc.; (3) 
satisfaction of needs best mediated thrm.gh groups, such as the needs for 
belorgir:gness, recognition, and security." (Warters, p. 16) 
nz--::.e principal factors affecting group cohesi Veness are the group 1 S 
goals and activities; its size, organization, and status; and, r:icst 
i~portant, the ability of the group to satisfy its mE!!1bers' needs for 
canpanionship, reccgnition, security, support, and the like. 
Heed Satisfaction. 'l'o continue attractive to a menber, a group 
.r.iust help satisfy not only the needs that bring h:im into the group but 
also those that he develops while in the group. However, the relation-
ships is circular. Satisfaction of personal needs, satisfyir:g interpersonal 
relations, and shared in vol venent in absorbir:g group activities are 
results, as well as causes, of group cohesiveness." (Warters, p. 18) ~ 
II. 
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PRINCIPIB: THE SUCCESSFUL MAINIENTANCE OF A VOLUNTARY DEVEIDPMENT 
GROUP REQUIRES THAT OPERATIONAL GOAIS BE ESTABLISHED, lnIDERSTOOD, AND 
GENERALLY ACCEPTED BY THE MEl'iIBERS OF 'llE GROUP. 
"They should lmow, or think they know, both what they need to do and 
also how to do it." (Batten 1972, p. 6) 
(Conditions for sound group thinkirg) 
" .•. that the menbers have a very clearly defined and agreed purpose which 
they genuinely want to achieve together." (Batten 1971, p. 48) 
"Thus if they fail to define their purpose clearly enoi.,gh, or if sane 
menbers do not whole-heartedly accept it, they will lack a clear enough 
focus for their thinkirg and are quite likely to find thenselves 
arguing at cross-purposes." (Batten 1971, pp. 48-49) 
"JYianbers of a group may sanet:irnes agree on a carrnon purpose only because 
it is stated so generally that each is able to interpret it accordirg 
to his own idea of what it is intended to be. If these interpretations 
differ, the manbers may find thenselves at cross-purposes in discussion 
and this may lead to confusion." (Batten 1971, pp. 49-50) 
"Once a group has becane relatively mature there is still the task of 
maintainirg group interaction at a relatively high and productive 
level (group maintenance). The reason for group formation and maintenance 
is to accanplish sane set of objective-~roup goal attairrnent or task 
performance. (Beal 1971, p. 56) 
"Goal developnent is the link between problen analysis and prcgram 
alternative. Forgirg that link is the major technical task of the 
worker in the pr:irnary group phase of the camnunity work process." 
(Brager 1973, p. 133) 
"As a group manber, a clear group goal and group path give meanirg to 
his group menbership, increase his attraction to his fellow-workers, 
make h:irn more group-oriented, increase the power of the group over hi"n." 
(Cartwright 1960, p. 397) 
"As a group manber, the subject who had a clear picture of b..is group 
goal and group path experienced greater feelirgs of group belongirgness, 
particularly as manifested in an involvanent with the group goal and in 
s;,,mpathy with group enotions." (Cartwright 1960, p. 412) 
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"Group goals cane into being as the groi..p convenes, and the manbers 
begin to think together about why the group exists, what they want it ~ 
to accorrplish, and how the objectives can be reached. Cartwright and •. 
Zander show that 'the fonnation of group goals requires that the various 
goals for the group held by the different menbers be sanehow converted 
into a single goal capable of steering group activities.'. • • 
• . • "Generally group goals are established during the organizing period of 
the group, but they may later be re-examined or assessed. They may be 
modified as the group charges focus, or as the group changes canposition 
if it is an open-ended group." (Hartford, p. 141) 
"Goals can becane a group product only as they are discussed, considered, 
and made fairly explicit by the group manbers together through sane 
deliberative process." (Hartford, p. 142) 
"The importance of setting achievable group goals should be emphasized 
. . . the necessity of extablishing group goals throi..gh a process of 
group decision making, sane degree of consensus, or sane level of agreement 
on the part of all of the members." (Hartford, p. 147) 
"Cartwright and Zander suggest that groups with no clearly identifiable 
goal have no criterion to evaluate alternative courses of action and 
fi.nd it difficult to organize a coherent program· of activities and 
therefore lack any sense of satisfaction. A group that has clearly a 
specified goals can plan a course of action and members are motivated 
to collaborate with each other to facilitate goal attainment. They, 
therefore, sense satisfaction with attairment and frustration with 
failure." (Hartford, p. 148) 
"The worker may, in fact, need to be on the alert to this matter and 
attanpt to facilitate the widest possible participation in goal setting. 
Tnose who are not initially articulate may feel dissatisfied with the 
goals, as established, if they have not been helped to express their 
opinions in the group developnent process." (Hartford, p. 148) 
"Tne anticipated goals of a group influence canposition ... people will 
probaoly not choose to join a groiip or stay with it if the goals are 
not corrpatible with their interests." (Hart ford, p. 151) 
"'.Ihe establishment of goals, then, gives the f'ranework for the develop-
ment and assessment of group activity that becanes the means for goal 
achievement." (Hartford, p. 151) 
"No group can proceed to work deliberately on its ascribed or prescribed 
task until its goals have been determined. Group activity is truly the 
product of the group when the manbers are conscious of the purposes 
toward which the activity is aID1ed." (Hartford, p. 158) 
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''With the anergence of collective goals we m:ight also expect the develop-
ment of a greater group cohesiveness ••. with the anergence of collective 
objective, the manbers are more strongly motivated fur group goals than 
for individual goals. As this motivation grows in :importance, individual 
differences d:irninish, and group objectives becane also the objectives 
of each individual." (Hartley, pp. 392-393) 
"People respond better to an :immediate short-tenn, clear goal than to 
an inta.rgible, lorg-rarge objective." (Murray, pp. 230-231) 
"A clearly defined objective is a first essential for a successful 
organization. The group that has a specific goal produces more and 
gives more satisfaction to its manbers than the organization that 
drifts along on a haphazard course." (Sanderson, p. 340) 
"The extent to which group manbers participate in the detennination of 
group goals is a powerful regulator of their energy output in workirg to 
attain those goals. The only goals that individuals fully understand 
are those that they have helped to fonnulate, and the only goals 
toward which they will work wholeheartedly are those that they have 
decided are :important." (Trecker, p. 56) 
"It is only when the felt needs cane to be expressed in tenns of agreed 
upon goals that the basis for canrnunity action is established. 'Ihese 
goals may be general or specific; they may be of a kind that can be 
quickly accanplished, or they may express a lor:g-raJEe objective. What-
ever they are, it is :important that they have or develop as broad a 
basis of acceptance as possible." (Wiledon, p. 279) 
"It is necessary in short that a group have an appropriate goal if it is 
to develop the qualities most favorable for its effective operation and 
survival." (Zander, p. 1) 
III. PRINCIPLE: MAINTEWJCE OF A VOLUI\J'TARY DEVELOPMENT GROUP AI.SO FEQUIRES 
THAT THE GROUP HAVE A SUCCESSFUL EXPERIENCE WITfillJ A TIMESPAN DECIDED 
BY THE MEf•BERS 'YriEMSELVF.S. 
"People respond better to an :imnediate short-term, clear goal than to an 
inta.r:gible, lorg-ra.rge objective." (Nelson, pp. 230-231) 
"Systenatic planning for aided self-help carmunity undertakings lead to 
the selection of the (initial) project which, because it is practically 
feasible, will mobilize the local manpower and ingenuity of those living 
in the canrnunity." (Nelson, p. 420) 
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"The sociolc:gical reason is that every hunan group that has successfully 
accanplished worthwhile undertakirgs is proud of itself and tends to ~ 
seek out and do other thirgs to justify and feed its group pride. · 
It has developed team spirit, esprit de corps, patriotirni, or, in 
s:implier terms, group sent:iments ... the cenent of groups. This cenent, 
because it is sent:iment, not only holds groups tc:gether but makes then 
seek to perpetuate thenselves. When they have developed it they seek 
things to do the undertakirg of which will effectively perpetuate then 
as functioning, aspiriq; groups." (Nelson, p. 421) 
"Action must bear sane fruits, otherwise people becane discouraged. This 
means that sane of the things attenpted must be easily and quickly 
accanplished. Lorg-term goals and more canplex problens will then not 
appear so discouragirg." (Wildeon, p. 282) 
"A gratifying success gives rise to other useful properties in a group: 
menbers develop a stronger desire for group success, they work harder, 
they coordinate their effbrts more effectively,they have less strain 
in interpersonal relations, they are more attracted to menbership, 
and the group in fact becanes more productive. A success can foster 
conditions conducive to further success." (Zander, p. 1) 
"In general, groups gravitate toward a more difficult aspiration level 
since a success is then more pleasirg and a failure less repulsive than .~ 
s:imilar events on an easier level." (Zander, p. 200) ._ 
"After repeated success, menbers perce~ve that the future pranises a greater 
likeljJ1ood of success at that level of dif.ficulty, raise their anticipated 
level of aspiration, develop feelirgs of success and pride in the group, 
assign a favorable evalutation to their group's performance, attribute 
greater value to future success, develop a disposition to seek further 
successes, perceive their group to be an attractive one, and becane 
canrnitted to the process of settirg future goals." (Zander, p. 200) 
"T'ne menbers are cautious in setting an aspiration level, choosirg 
one that will stretcn the group but is still attainable nearly half the 
tl'Tie." (Zander, p. 201) 
IV. PRLJCIPIE: 'iliE SUCCESSF'l.JL MA.IlfI'EH&~CE OF A VOLUNTARY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
P.EQUIRES THAT THE GROUP IllEMBEF.S MUST FUJD THE GROUP ATl'RACTIVE AND 
SA':'ISFYTi~G. 
"A nunber of thirgs will determine the ability of the canmunity group to 
live through the crisis posed by a possible shift in function. An obvious 
one is the strength and solidarity of the core group. It sould be self- ~ 
confident. It should be able to see issues clearly and not get bogged 
_, 
c 
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down in procedure or rhetoric. It should have a skilled chairman. It 
should have a systen of informal roles (such as clarifier of issues, 
gad fly, jester, conciliator) corr:plementing the system of fbrmal roles 
(such as chairman, treasurer, secretary). It should have a sense of 
grot.p identity and solidarity built up by working tcgether in the 
face of difficulties." (Baldock, p. 74) 
"Only if it does this (re-define its function clearly) successfully is 
it likely to remain or to becane a grot.p that is satisfactory to its 
members . " (Baldock, p. 76) 
"For the group to £Unction in this way it must be a real group, that is, 
a gro t.p which menbers feel belor::gs to them rather than to the agency. 
The greater the sense of 'we-feelir::g' and 'belongir::gness', the greater 
the potential value of the group in facilitating value change." 
(Batten 1971, pp. 184-185) 
"People who work tcgether in a group on a project they have all chosen 
in order to meet sane need they all share tend to get to la'low and like 
and respect one another, and to think and talk of themselves more 
and more as 'we' rather than 'I' and 'they' ; and thus , if it was 
previously lacking, the genn of a feeling of caring for the welfare 
of other rranbers is born which may later extend to people outside the 
group. It is this change of attitude toward others, which may result fran 
a project, which constitutes the core of all true carrnunity developnent." 
(Batten 1971, p. 15) 
"Social bonds are more easily developed among persons who have s:i.milar 
characteristics and beliefs . Groups canposed of people of the same 
etb.nicity, color, class, sex, age, and so forth, will be more cohesive 
than those in which membership characteristics are disparate." 
(Brager, p. 128) 
"Structure ougtit also to support affective relationships. Camnittees, 
w:r..en possible, should consist of people who find one another socially 
attractive. Participant enjoyment is thus increased, and interpersonal 
attraction creates cohesion." (Brager, p. 130) 
"nis attraction to the group will depend upon two sets of conditions: 
(a) sllch properties of the group as its goals, prcgrams, size, type of 
organization, and position in the carrnunity; and (b) the needs of 
the person for affiliation, reccgnition, security, and other things 
w::--... ich can be r:iediated by groups." ( Cartw-:right, p. 72) 
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"'Ihe fbrmulation of cohesiveness proposed here also implies that any "' .. _ 
reduction in the ability of the group to meet the needs of a msnber .,. 
will decrease the attractiveness of the group for him ••. by s:imilar 
reasoning, of course, we should expect the attractiveness of a group to 
be increased by any changes in the group which enhanced its ability to 
meet the needs of members • " ( Cartwright , p . 7 3) 
"One of the most obvious reasons for joining a group is that one likes 
the people who are in it." (Cartwright, p. 75) 
"The more prestige a person has within a group, or the more it appears 
that he might obtain, the more will he be attracted to the group." 
(Cartwright, p. 79) 
"A situation in which the group msnbers are in a cooperative relation-
ship is more attractive than one in which they are canpeting." 
(Cartwright, p. 80) 
"To sunrnarize, the attractiveness of a group may be increased by 
making it better serve the needs of people. A group will be more 
attractive the more it provides status and recq;snition, the more 
cooperative the relations, the freer the interaction, and the greater 
security it provides for msnbers." (Cartwright, p. 83) 
"Those who are highly attracted to a group more often take on respon-
sibilities for the organization, participate more readily in meetings, 
persist lorger in working toward difficult goals, attend meetirgs more 
faithfully, and rsnain members longer." (Cartwright, p. 89) 
"Groups which develop attractiveness for members can becane stable 
groups; members will tend to rsnain within the group and carry out 
its purposes and functions." (Glanz, p. 70) 
"Groups may be attractive to members without intimate personal ties 
tinding the mffilbers together. There may be forces other than personal 
ones, such as prq;sram or goals, the prestigious nature of the group, 
or the satisfactions of achievEment." (Hartford, p. 249) 
" ..• three such factors which recur in findirgs on manber satisfactior... 
':'he first of these is status consensus, indicating the degree of 
consensus concerning group structure, particularly with regard to 
leadersnip. The second relates to the manbers' perceptions of progress 
toward group goals, in terms of what we referred to earlier as group 
locanotion. The third refers to the perceived f'reedan of participation 
c 
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within the group. All of these elenents relate in an interacting way 
to the sense the indi vidtal has of a stable envirorment within which he 
can make contributions that are rewarded." (Hollander 1971, p. 513) 
"The more attractive the grot.p is to its members the greater is the 
influence that the group can exert on its menbers." (Hollander 1967, 
p. 526) 
"People must have an opportunity to get personal satisfaction fran the 
activity." (Murray, p. 231) 
"Both the effectiveness of the group and the satisfaction of its menbers 
are increased when the menbers perceive their personal aims as being 
advanced by the purpose of the group, when individual and gr-oup aims 
are perceived as being in harmony." (Northern, p. 20) 
"Tnere tends to be greater satisfaction with the group and higher morale, 
less internal friction, and greater capacity to sur'Vi ve the loss of 
sane of its members . In general, the more cohesive the group, the more 
satistying it is to its members. The attractiveness of a grot.p to its 
members, then, depends basically upon the extent· to which it serves the 
needs o f its menbers . " (Northern, p. 46) 
"The first requirenent fur maintainil".g the interest of people in an 
organization is to have a vital, constructive program working toward the 
solution of important comnmity problans. Indi'Vidual members must find 
satisfaction in the programs of their organization if they are to 
cont in Le to identi fY themselves with the gro tp." (Sanderson, p. 354) 
'Wny do people join grotps voluntarily? Festing;er catalogues the reasonns 
under three general headings: ( 1) attainment of .important individual 
goals, such as power and social prestige; ( 2) attractiveness of the 
group's activities -- discussions, games, parties, dances, etc.; (3) 
satisfaction of needs best mediated through groups, such as the needs 
fur belongingness, recognition, and security." (Warters, p. 16) 
"A grot.p offers more than one kind of satisfaction to its members 
ari.d offers different satisfactions to different members." (Warters, 
p. 16) 
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PRINCIPLE: THE SUCCFBSFUL MAINTENANCE OF A VOLUNTARY GROUP REQUIRES 
TtlAT 'IHE MEM3ERSHIP BE DIRECTLY INCLUSIVE AND/OR REPRESENTATIVE OF 
COMMUNITY RESIDENTS WHOSE SUPPORI' WILL BE NECESSARY FDR SUCCESSFULLY 
ACCa.1PLISHING 'IHE GROUP'S GOALS. 
"Local interpretations of local needs are not necessarily correct. 
For example, a group may give themselves an official title that includes 
the name of the locality in which they live and thereby make sane cla:im 
to speak for the whole area. In fact they may speak for the (perfectly 
legitirr.a.te) interest of one part of that area only and the rest may be 
hostile to their views, although less vocal . . . If this separation of 
interests is recognized fran the start, then a canpranise solution may 
be possible. But, once a group has made an invalid cla:irn to speak for 
a whole area, it is difficult to withdraw this claim without losing 
face, so that a ft er a while a canpranise solution becanes :impossible." 
(Baldock, p. 65-66) 
"A second prerequisite is active and involved support by a large pro-
portion of the organization's constituency." (Baldock, p. 75) 
"The worker must try to ensure that the project has and will retain the 
support of everyone whose help is needed." (Batten 1972, p. 39) 
''While no organization ever succeeds in engaging its total potential 
constituency (AlinskY has suggested that the active involvement of 
4 to 5 per cent of a neighborhood is the epitome of success), a 
sufficient base is required to present an :image of representativeness. 
This is what is meant by broadening the constituency." (Brager, p. 143) 
"Participation should be as inclusive as possible. Prograns ar.d projects 
not si1a.red in by all segments of the corrrnunity may not only jeopardize 
the particular action buy may also bring about a reaction fran the 
nonparticipants that goes far beyond the :immediate situation." (Cary, 
p. 151) 
"Research has shown alsc L1at conformity to a decision is greater when 
the decision is made by the group, rather than i"!l.posed on it. Interest 
incree.ses as each person feels his own invol vanent in the decision, and 
skiilarly, nis agree.":lent with the conclusion is more likely." CJelson, 
"""-""' \ p. C.':)c:..) 
"Ca:munity development depends not only upon professional and lay leader-
ship, but also upon the inclusion of r.1ost of the individual mff:1.bers of 
the ccr:irnunity in the decision-making process. The broad base of partici-
pation in decision-making will increase the likelihood of anticipatirg 
the consequences of change. This is especially :important in the sense ~ 
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that cha.Q?;es nade by one segrrEnt of the population, say, the power 
str tet ur'e, are likely to violate the \0.1 te sys tan of other segments. The 
broader base of participation in derrocratic action assures that these 
opposing "IB.l tes will be heard, and probably will rocx:ii fy any decision. " 
(Nelson, p. 433) 
VI. PRINCIPLE: THE SUCCESSFUL MAINTENAl~CE OF A VOLUNTARY DEVELOPMENT GROUP 
REQUIRES THAT THE GROUP'S MEI'·lBERSHIP BE TAILORED, IN TERMS OF SIZE AND 
RESOURCES, 'ID THE NEEDS OF THE PEOPLE TO BE SERVED. 
"They should lrnow, or think they lrnow, both what they need to do and 
also how to do it ... they should have, or think they have, whatever 
resources they need in order to do what is needed to put the change 
into effect." (Batten 1972, p. 6) 
"That they want to utilize to the full whatever lrnowledge and experience 
each and every manber of the gro t.p may have which may in any way be 
re le "\B.Dt to the achievement of the purpose of the group; that they have 
between than enotgh lrnowledgc; and experience, once it has been pooled 
and thoroll€tlly considered, on which to reach sound decisions in relation 
to tne purpose of the group; or, alternatively, that they have enotgh 
knowledge and experience to lrnow that they have not got enougp, and 
therefore find ways of gc;tting more by seeking it outside the group." 
(Batten 1971, p. 48) 
"Another way of viewing group effectiveness is in terms of what the 
group is able to achieve with its a \0.ilable resour'ces. As a group goes 
about fulfilling its task, it has the capabilities of persons as well as 
features of the physical environment with which to work. Its resources 
are the inputs to its activity in dealing with the task at hand. What 
it does with these can be considered its outputs. In some sense, a group's 
effectiveness is determined by how success fully it is able to r:J. uster 
its re so l.lr'ces in order to secure beneficial ou.tp uts, regardir:g both the 
criteria of perform:mce and satisfaction." (Hollander, p. 513) 
":':1e mere size of a group, as measured by tne mmber of persons 
i~teracting, is L~portant in and of itself. For exa~ple, int:irnacy, so 
::..."1portant to tl1e shaping of ideals and atti t l.des of r.er.bers, is less 
:.Lcely in a large tiian in a small group. Again, in group participation 
::le smaller grot,p may be more satisfactory." (Nelson, p. 219) 
"Size alone prevents full discussion by all rrembers in many org;mization 
:::-.eetings." (Helson, p. 4 34) 
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"Another essential is a grotp of the right size for the function the 
organization is attempting to per form." (Sanderson, p. 354) 
"The size of a gro tp affects the distribution of f\nctions and acti \1i ties 
and thereby influences the interaction patterns. In general, a large 
group is less satisfying than a snall one beca IBe for rmst rnerrtlers 
there is less opportunity to participate. Also, becaIBe a few tend to 
dominate the group's activities, democratic patterns are IP.ore difficutl 
to maintain in the large group than in the small one." (Warters, p. 19) 
"Many a program has failed because the people back of it failed to 
reco@Uze and utilize the talents and resources available." (Wiledon, 
p. 281) 
VII. PRLJCIPLE: THE SUCCESSFUL MAHJTENAHCE OF A VOLlJN'l'ARY GROUP REQUIRES J:'HAT 
Tiili LEADERSHIP BE APPROPRIATE TO THE NEEDS OF THE MEMBERS. 
" .. the stru;tures need to be designed in such a way that control 
rests and is seen to rest with the people for whom the organizations 
exist." (Baldock, p. 68) 
"Where a distinct shift in priorities appears to be required, then this 
may imply a change in leadership." (Baldock, p. 74) 
"Democratic leadership also pro\lides for perpetuation of the group. No 
one person is indispensable. All members of the group are delegated 
responsibilities from t:ime to t:ime and are always aware of the 
objective and procedures of the orgp.nization. This makes it corrparatively 
easy for other manbers to asswre leadership in case the regular leader 
is rnissing. '1 (Kreitlow, p. 89) 
"It is necessary to ha "V2 a leader to help the people in the grotp achieve 
their ends throt.;gh group acti\lity. As such, the leader has certain 
fmctions delegated to him. Tne gro lP will be effective in meeting 
t:ne interests, wants, and needs of the rer.bers, partly in proportior. to 
ti1e jegree to which the leader recognizes and carries out his fmctions." 
(Kreitlow, p. 98) 
"A grotp' s cohesiveness is enhanced if the leader's partic=_pation contri-
ot...tes to the group's maintenance and f'Llrther develcprr..ent. The cohesiveness 
of a groi_p is demonstrably influ::nced by its leadership." (Horthern, p. 47) 
_, 
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"The leaders must reflect the goals and aims of the groi..p and must be 
instrilllental in helping the groups concerned to attain these goals." 
(Thanason, p. 100) 
"The success of a leader in 'relating his group positively to the whole 
cc:mnunity' will depend upon the extent to which he is identified with 
his group." (Thanason, p. 101) 
"The presence of denocratic leadership influences the effectiveness of 
the group. Indi vid m.ls tend to respond and flourish when they are 
encouraged to participate and share in the planning and work of the 
grotp. When the leaders of groups set up a st:imulating situation and 
induce free, spontaneous problern - solving participation, those groups 
becane dynamic and vital. " ( Trecker, p. 56) 
VIII. PRTIJCIPLE: THE SUCCESSFUL MAHJTENANCE OF A VOLUNTARY GROUP REQUIRES THAT 
IT REMAIN FIBXIBLE TO CHAHGE AND TO ADOPT NEW GOAI.S AS APPROPRIA'IE. 
11 nis (the canml.U1ity worker) role should be to help the group 
re-define its fl.U1ction clearly. Only if it does this successfully 
is it likely to remain or to become a group that is satisfactory to its 
members . " (Baldock, p . 7 6) 
"One of his (the canmW1ity worker) major functions as an outsider should 
be to feed in new ideas. The work of analysir.g the sit ration of the 
area or contact population is not one that is finished when the group is 
established. It should be on-going and he should be alive to changes in 
the contact population that suggest that changes in the group are 
needed." (Baldock, pp. 77-78) 
"'Ihe poir.t being made here is that the base of participation in community 
develoµnent 3hould be as flexible as possible and should be related to 
the programs and projects undertaken." (Cary, p. 166) 
11 Groups will not always disintegrate, however, when their major goal is 
aci1ieved. Sornet:imes a groi.,p will continue with otl:.er goals more salient 
after success in aci1ieving ti1e major explicit collective goal because of 
the frequent satisfaction of a nunber of rrotives auxiliary to the original 
main rootive, and the positive experience of being able to comnunicate 
readily and to share norms with sane specific individuals." (Hartley, 
p. 393) 
"Information relating to the need for change, plans for change, and conseq-
uences of change must be shared by all relevant people in the grnup." 
(Hollander, p. 528) 
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"Charges in one part of a group produce strain in other related parts 
which can be reduced only by eliminating the change or by bringing about ~-
readjustments in the related parts." (Hollander 1971, p. 528) 
"Continwus evaluation will help the members detect shortcomings of the 
means being used and will provide infonnation which may be useful as a 
basis for selecting new approaches." (Kreitlow, p. 104) 
"Evaluating not only brings about changes in the means being used to 
accanplish goals, but rrakes evident the fact that sanetimes the goals 
thensel ves need to be redefined. This constant evaluation of process and 
prodtCt leads man to the realization of his desires, wants, and needs 
throi..gh grotp activity." (Kreitlow, p. 104) 
"Organizations pass through a life cycle, including stimulation, purpose, 
fonn, and shifts in fonn due to the necessity of adapting, and then either 
decline or become institutionalized." (Nelson, p. 257) 
"The organizational structure for carm unity developnent should be 
functional. While some kind of orgpnization is necessary for corrmunity 
develoµnent to succeed, it should be responsive to changing requirements 
for organization and not beccme an end in itself." (Nelson, p. 442) 
"Those groups, however, that are able to change their purposes and so 
orient thenselves to accept new goals and new work that needs doing 
continue for many years, with fluctuations in the membership and 
attendance according to the popularity of their progran." (Sanderson, 
p. 339) 
"Organizations must periodically make changes in their programs if they 
are to continue in a position of influence in the canmunity." (Sanderson, 
p. 355) 
"Tne structural and functional systans of groups make for wide variation 
in the effectiveness of tnose groups. When these sys tans are f:i.xed, 
inf1exible, and rigid, they tend to hinder, if not block, the processes 
of cmmunication that are essential if interaction is to be full ar,d 
participation ::ieaning f\u and creative." ( Trecker, p. 56) 
"It is essential to develop a sensitivity to char:gir:g situations and 
an adaptability to changing needs. Good organization is flexible in its 
program, in its method of approach, and in its response to leadership." 
(Wildeon, p. 283) 
-c 
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IX. PRINCIPLE: THE SUCCESSFUL MAINTENANCE OF A VOLUNTARY DEVELDPMENT GROUP 
REQUIRES 'IBAT THE PHYSICAL ARRANGEMENTS AND COMMUNICATION BE ADEQUATELY 
PERFORMED TO ENSURE MAXIMUM OPPORTUNITY FOR GROUP ACTION. 
"He stggests, for example, that canmittees ou@1t be no larg;er than seven 
ITEmbers and that length of meeting t:ime and seating arangenents should 
allow for adequate and direct comnunication." (Brager, p. 132) 
"The importance of comnunication is not confined to the individual. 
It is the force that enable groups to cohere. In interpersonal relations 
it per forms functions similar to those of cement, morter, glue, or the 
charges of a magnetic field. Not only do small informal associations 
depend upon it for their continued existence, but every formal organization, 
every industrial unity, every go\errrnental body functions effectively 
only when it canrnunicates with ease and facility." (Hartley, p. 23) 
"In addition to motivation, some means of comnunication seems to be 
essential for the condition of shared objectives perceptible to the 
group menbers . In other words, it is not enougJ.'1 for people to 
share interests and goals; this sharing must be made explicit so that 
each individual may perceive the others as group members, as persons 
with whan he has something in common. Such perception forms a basis for 
building a relationship and for er:gaging in shared activity." (Hartley, 
p. 386) 
"Individuals must be able to oorrrnunicate in order to function as a group." 
(Hartley, p. 386) 
"An open systen of comrmmication, based on the right of each indi victual 
to be recognized and heard, increases the chances that menbers will face 
and sol \e their own problems and the problens of the group." (Northern, 
p. 18) 
"The basic process throtgh which cohesiveness develops in a group is 
effective corrmunicatior-, whicr1 frees menbers to express thensel ves, 
enco'W'ages canparisons cf likeness and difference, and modifies the 
attitu:J.es of mE.mbers toward each other and toward the group." (i!orthem, 
p. 47) 
"Tne decision-making I'.._rocess in group life is the most powerful of 
several d.yna11ics. When menbes have a voice in rna.kir:g the decisions of 
the group, they are involved in a most significant way. ·11hen they do not 
uave s ucn a voice, their degree of in vol \enent is likely to be slig..ht, 
and ti1e group has less l7leaning and little influence over their behavior." 
(Trecker, p. 56) 
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"The level of s tpport for any canmunity developnent progroan can I'ise 
no higher than the level of understanding of the people in the camnunity. 
This e:nphasizes the .importance of keeping the people infonned." (Wiledon, 
p. 281) 
MISCELLANEOUS QUaIBS 
"An organization that will really cane through the crisis after the initial 
enthusiam successfully is one that has a real purpose to serve, principles 
based on those purposes, the support of a significant part of the constit-
uency and a strong core group that is aware of these other factors." 
(Baldock, p. 75) 
"The more responsibility group members have and the more they can control 
their own activities, the more they cane to feel that the group is their 
group, not an agency group, and the more meaningful -- and therefore 
educative -- the group's activities will tend to be." (Batten 1971, 
pp. 179 - 180) 
"For the manbers of a group to achieve their purposes they need sane 
imowledge, skill and resources, and to the extent that they cannot provide 
all they need for the:nsel ves they will need help fran the outside." (Batten ,"""ll 
1972, p. 89) w 
"Certain mechanisms of groups are chiefly for the maintenance or 
preservation of the life of the group." (Nelson, p. 224) 
c 
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